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Abstract. The complexity of distributed algorithms, such as state machine replication, motivates the use of formal methods to assist correctness verification. The
design of the formal model of an algorithm directly affects the efficiency of the
analysis. Therefore, it is desirable that this model does not add “unnecessary”
complexity to the analysis. In this paper, we consider a general message-passing
(MP) model of distributed algorithms and compare different ways of modeling
the message traffic. We prove that the different MP models are equivalent with
respect to the common properties of distributed algorithms. Therefore, one can
select the model which is best suited for the applied verification technique.
We consider MP models which differ regarding whether (1) the event of message
delivery can be interleaved with other events and (2) a computation event must
consume all messages that have been delivered after the last computation event
of the same process. For generalized MP distributed protocols and especially focusing on fault-tolerance, we show that our proposed model (without interleaved
delivery events and with relaxed semantics of computation events) is significantly
more efficient for explicit state model checking. For example, the model size of
the Paxos algorithm is 1/13th that of existing equivalent MP models.

1 Introduction
The use of distributed, message-passing (MP) protocols is an increasingly advocated
approach for performance and availability objectives across the spectrum of service and
safety critical systems, e.g., Google File System [5] or Microsoft’s state machine replication [14]. Due to the complexity of MP protocols, automated tools are desired for the
debugging and verification of these protocols. Model checking (MC) [8] is suggested as
a good formal analysis candidate given its ability to prove complex properties and especially to find bugs. However, MC is often restricted by state space explosion, i.e., when
detailed models require a prohibitively large number of states to explore. Therefore, we
expect from the formal model that it does not introduce unnecessary complexity and, at
the same time, provides a faithful representation of the system.
We start from an established model of MP algorithms [1], written as MP, where two
kinds of events are defined: computation events that receive/send messages and update
the local state of the executing process, and delivery events that move messages from
output to input buffers representing message channels. Typically, an MP algorithm is
⋆
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supposed to implement an abstraction, e.g., of reliable communication, an accessible
and correct server or register, and the specification of this abstraction is independent
of the underlying MP system. In other words, delivery events are “invisible” with respect to the desired properties of common MP algorithms. In this paper, we propose
alternative semantics of delivery events and show that they result in equivalent models
if delivery events are invisible. One of the proposed semantics turns out to be particularly efficient for MC as it yields smaller models than other semantics, as shown in our
experiments.
The original model MP allows events to be interleaved arbitrarily. For example,
consider the following run which consists of two computation and one delivery events:
“process pi sends message mi to pj ”; “pk sends mk to pj ”; “mi is delivered”. Note that
the delivery event corresponding to mi is interleaved with the sending of mk . MP defines that computation events must empty all local input buffers (restricted computation
semantic). For example, any computation event at process pj extending the previous run
must consume mi . In an attempt to find an abstraction which faithfully and effectively
models MP algorithms, we deal with the following two questions.
First, is MP a general model, i.e., does the restricted computation semantic limits
to a class of systems? In fact, in our first proposed model, termed as M-MP, we relax
the computation semantic of MP and allow computation events to empty a subset of
all local input buffers. As a result, a computation event at process pj extending the run
above can also be an internal event and needs not necessarily process mi . In this way,
M-MP adds a new source of non-determinism compared to MP. However, we prove
that MP and M-MP are equivalent. Therefore, MP is indeed a general model.
Second, can we obtain a model which is equivalent with MP but yields smaller state
spaces? It is intuitive that the interleaving semantic of delivery events results in a large
number of states. Therefore, our next proposed model, called M, eliminates explicit
delivery events such that messages that are sent by some computation event comp are
placed in the target input buffers in an atomic step together with comp. Therefore, our
sample run is not a valid run in M. A similar, and valid, run would look like this: “pi
sends mi to pj and mi is delivered”; “pk sends mk to pj and mk is delivered”. Interestingly, this model together with the relaxed computation semantic result in a model
equivalent with MP (and thus with M-MP too). Intuitively, this is because the nondeterminism of when delivery events are scheduled is replaced by the non-determinism
of deciding the set of those locally delivered messages that are processed by a computation event.
The basis of our equivalence is stuttering [12], a property usually used in an optimization of temporal logic MC called partial-order reduction (POR) [8]. Intuitively,
two runs are stuttering equivalent if they can be partitioned into blocks where the ith
block consists of subsequent system states exhibiting the same assertions in both runs.
For example, if a, b, c are assertions labeling states of the system, then the runs abc...
and abbc... are stuttering equivalent. Intuitively, we show that each block, e.g., the block
of b’s, corresponds to one visible computation event and the length of the block is determined by (invisible) delivery events executed in the MP model in use.
Related Work In POR, certain runs of the system are not explored such that POR guarantees that each of these runs is stuttering equivalent with at least one the explored ones.
2

It is in theory possible that given a model, say M-MP, a stuttering equivalent model,
such as MP or M, is automatically generated by POR. However, independent of the
technique used, POR always has some run-time overhead.
A recent work closely related to ours is [6] where, similarly to the reduction from
MP to M, it is shown that a fine-grained model of distributed MP algorithms can be
reduced to a stuttering equivalent coarse-grained model. The main difference between
[6] and this paper lies in the system model. In [6], a special class of MP algorithms
is characterized by (1) communication-closed rounds and (2) crash faults based on the
Heard-Of model [7]. The reduction theorem shows that it suffices to model a run of the
system as sequence of synchronized rounds where in each round every correct process
sends and receives messages and updates its local state. Our system model is a general
one and it does not assume that a run is divided into rounds such that a message sent in
round i must be delivered before the end of round i otherwise the message is considered
to be lost (communication-closedness), neither do we restrict to crash faults.
In our models, different events can be unrestrictedly interleaved, which corresponds
to asynchronous systems and also it allows “unfair” runs where certain processes can
make no steps. In order to model synchronous rounds or attain fairness [8], the restriction of our general model is necessary.
The presented general model also allows the modeling of process and communication faults [3]. For example, a Byzantine process is a regular process sending arbitrary
messages or lossy channels can be modeled through auxiliary computation events deleting messages from channels. We remark that the proposed formal model cannot directly
mimic channel overflows because channels are defined as (infinite) sets of messages.
However, channel overflow can be modeled through lossy channels.

2 The System Model
2.1

Model of Computation in Message-Passing Systems

The system consists of n processes. Processes are interconnected via directed channels
from a set Chan following an arbitrary topology. If there is a channel from process i
to j, process i maintains an output buffer called outbuf j which contains the messages
in transit, i.e., messages that are sent by process i to j but not yet delivered by the
channel. Similarly, process j maintains an input buffer called inbuf i containing the
messages sent by i to j and delivered by the channel. Formally, a buffer is a set of
messages. By assumption, buffers are infinite and initially empty. In addition, every
process i maintains a local state, initially taken from Init i . An (initial) configuration of
the system is a tuple c = (p1 , ..., pn ) where pi stores process i’s (initial) local state and
its input and output buffers. We write proc(c) = (s1 , ..., sn ) to mean the tuple of local
states of each process.
Transitions between configurations are modeled via computation events. The set of
all computation events is denoted by Comp. Every computation event comp is associated with a process i and a finite set M of messages. The effect of comp on the current
configuration is deterministic and is defined as follows: every messages M is removed
from i’s input buffers, i’s local state si is updated, and at most one message is added
3

to every output buffer of i.1 We say that comp is enabled in a configuration c if M
is a subset of the union of all input buffers of process i and the update of process i’s
local state is defined by comp. Non-determinism can be modeled through concurrently
enabled computation events.
Based on the previous definitions, a program is a tuple (n, Chan, Comp). As we
will now see, we have multiple choices to model the delivery of messages.
2.2

Message-Passing Models

The MP Model [1]. This is an existing model where special events, called delivery
events, are used to move a message from an output to the corresponding input buffer.
Formally, a delivery event of a message sent by process i to j is denoted as del(i, j, m)
which means that message m is removed from outbuf j of process i and placed into
inbuf i of process j. Event del(i, j, m) is enabled if m is in outbuf j of process i.
In addition, the MP model defines that every computation event comp associated
with some process i must empty all input buffers of i (restricted computation semantic).
This means that if comp is executed in a configuration c and M is the union of all input
buffers of process i in c, then M is the set of messages that is associated with comp.
The M-MP Model. In an attempt to find out whether the restricted computation semantic means a real restriction, we define a new model called M-MP which is similar to
MP but, given the union M of all input buffers of process i in configuration c, a computation event comp associated with i and message set M ′ can be executed in c if comp
is enabled in c and M ′ ⊆ M . We will see that M-MP is equivalent with MP, thus, this
relaxation is unnecessary.
The M Model. Intuitively, delivery events generate lots of intermediate states where
the local states of the processes are unchanged. Therefore, in the next model, called M,
we ban delivery events and place messages directly to input buffers: messages that are
sent by some computation event comp are moved to the corresponding input buffers
in an atomic step together with comp. Formally, we define a computation event comp
associated with process i as in M-MP with the exception that every message m placed
by comp into output buffer outputj of i is placed into input buffer inputi of process
j. In M, we use the same relaxed semantic of computation events as in M-MP. In fact,
this is key to prove that the new model M is equivalent with MP and M-MP.
2.3

Semantics: State Transition System

Given a program P and a message-passing model MP, M-MP, or M, we define a state
transition system (STS) M PP , M -M PP , or MP in the usual way. An STS is a tuple
(S, T, S0 , L) where S is the set of states, T is a set of events such that α : S → S
for each α ∈ T , S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states, and L : S → 2AP is the labeling
function which labels each state with a set of atomic propositions, a subset of AP .
1

Note that computation events with M = ∅ can be used to model internal events.
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In all STSs, S is the set of all configurations and S0 is the set of initial configurations. In M PP and M -M PP , T is the set of all computation and delivery events. In
MP , T is the set of all computation events and it contains no delivery events. For every
α ∈ T and c, c′ ∈ S, α(c) = c′ if α is enabled in c and if c′ is the configuration which
results in executing α in c as defined by MP, M-MP, M, respectively.

3 Equivalent Message-Passing Models with Invisible Delivery
3.1

The Notion of Equivalence and the Structure of Our Proof

Although the models MP, M-MP and M differ from each other in how they model
the delivery of messages, we prove that given a program P they yield STSs that preserve exactly the same set of properties written in temporal logic. In order to show the
equivalence, we assume that a property can only make assertions about process states
by restricting that (A1) for every delivery event α and configuration c ∈ S such that α
is enabled in c, L(c) = L(α(c)).
Property Language. We adopt temporal logic [8] as the property description language.
Temporal operators (such as “future”, “until”, etc.) are interpreted over runs. Formally,
α0
α1
a run σ is a sequence of configuration c0 −→
c1 −→
c2 ... where c0 is an initial configuration and ci+1 = αi (ci ) with αi ∈ T . In this case, we call ci a reachable configuration.
We ban the “next” operator from our property language. Intuitively, this is because
the length of a run to reach a configuration is different depending on the MP model.
For example, the delivery of multiple messages is done atomically in M, whereas it
corresponds to a sequence of delivery events in MP. It is known that the use of the
“next” operator can be avoided in the specification of most concurrent systems [12].
We assume that our temporal logic is linear-time (LTL). Therefore, conditions about
different branches along a run cannot be specified (in contrast to CTL). This is not a
limitation because the common properties of distributed protocols specify that every
(fair) run must satisfy the property. The logic we have just described is the well-known
next-free LTL (or LTL-X) [8].
Property Preservation. The key to our equivalence results is that LTL-X cannot distinguish between stuttering equivalent runs [12]: given an LTL-X formula f and two
stuttering equivalent runs σ and σ ′ , f holds along σ if and only if it holds along σ ′ [8].
β0

α

0
Formally, two runs σ = c0 −→
c1 ... and σ ′ = c′0 −→ c′1 ... are stuttering equivalent,
σ ≈st σ ′ in short, if there are two infinite sequences of integers 0 = i0 < i1 < ... and
0 = j0 < j1 < ... such that for every k ≥ 0, L(cik ) = L(cik +1 ) = ... = L(cik+1 −1 ) =
L(c′jk ) = L(c′jk +1 ) = ... = L(c′jk+1 −1 ).

Proof Structure. In order to prove stuttering equivalence between two STSs A and B
we have to show for every run in A a stuttering equivalent run in B and vice versa. In
case of three STSs, corresponding to a program P and three MP models, this means at
most six proofs. In order to minimize the number of proofs we utilize that every run
according to the MP model is also a valid run according to M-MP. Therefore, if we
5

Fig. 1. Equivalence of different MP models given program P and assumption A1. Solid line directions are proven by (a) Theorem 1 and (b) Theorem 2 while dashed line arrows are implications
thereof. The equivalence is completed by the transitivity of stuttering as stated in Theorem 3.

prove that for every run according to M there is a stuttering equivalent run according to
MP (Figure 1(a)) and for every run according to M-MP there is a stuttering equivalent
run according to M (Figure 1(b)), then we know that the model M is equivalent with
MP and M-MP. In addition, the transitivity of stuttering equivalence implies that the
models MP and M-MP are also equivalent. In summary, our equivalence results imply
the following property preservation.
Corollary 1. Given a program P and an LTL-X formula f such that A1 holds, let
M PP , M -M PP and MP be the STS corresponding to P under the message-passing
model MP, M-MP and M, respectively. Then, f holds in M PP iff it holds in M -M PP
and iff it holds in MP .
In the subsequent Subsection, we precisely state and explain the main ideas of the
Theorems that imply Corollary 1. The proofs of these Theorems can be found in our
technical report [4].
3.2

Stuttering Equivalent Paths in MP, M-MP and M

As explained above, we have to find for each run σM in MP a run σM P in M PP such
that σM P is stuttering equivalent with σM . Similarly, for every run σM -M P in M -M PP
we need to show a stuttering equivalent run σM in MP .
α0
α1
First, consider σM = c0 −→
c1 −→
c2 .... Since computation events in σM may
leave messages in the input buffers of the associated process, we construct σM P such
that it performs the same sequence of computation events as σM but delivers messages
“on demand”. This means that, given two subsequent computation events αi and αi+1
(i ≥ 0), αi and αi+1 occur in σM P in the same order as in σM and αi+1 is directly
preceded by a sequence of exactly those delivery events that are consumed by αi+1 . In
this way, the restricted computation semantic can be respected. We have to prove that
this construction of σM P is always possible and that, as delivery events are invisible,
σM ≈st σM P holds. Formally, we have the following result.
α

0
Theorem 1. Given a program P and a run σM = c0 −→
c1 ... in MP , a run σM P =

β0

c′0 −→ c′1 ... in M PP can be constructed as follows. Initially, c′0 = c0 . Furthermore, for
every i = 0, 1, ... and αi , execute (in arbitrary order) a delivery event βj for each
message that is consumed by αi in σM , and then execute αi in σM P . In addition,
σM ≈st σM P .
6

α

α

0
1
Second, consider σM -M P = c0 −→
c1 −→
c2 ... where αi is a delivery or a computation event. Intuitively, σM is the same as σM -M P without delivery events. This means
that although in σM all messages are delivered atomically it is possible, according to
M’s semantics, to empty only a subset of messages delivered at each process. Similarly
to the previous case, σM -M P and σM are stuttering equivalent because delivery events
are invisible and the sequence of computation events is identical in the two runs.

α

0
Theorem 2. Given a program P and a run σM -M P = c0 −→
c1 ... in M -M PP , a run

β0

σM = c′0 −→ c′1 ... in MP can be constructed as follows. Initially, c′0 = c0 . Furthermore, β1 , β2 , ... is the sequence of all computation events of σM -M P in the order as
they appear in σM -M P . In addition, σM -M P ≈st σM .
Theorems 1 and 2 directly imply the stuttering equivalence of M -M PP and M PP
if we can show the transitivity of stuttering equivalence. The proof is based on the simple observation that there might be multiple partitioning, i.e., integer sequences i0 , i1 , ...
and j0 , j1 , ..., of the same pair of stuttering equivalent runs. Then, the transitivity property can be easily shown based on the partitioning where adjacent segments never have
the same labels. Formally, we have the following result.
Theorem 3. Given an STS and three runs σ, σ ′ , σ ′′ , σ ≈st σ ′ and σ ′ ≈st σ ′′ imply that
σ ≈st σ ′′ also holds.

4 Evaluation
Setup We compared the efficiency of MC with different MP models. We used the Murϕ
model checker [9] which supports symmetry reduction (SR) [8, 13], a powerful optimization known to be very efficient for fault-tolerant (FT) distributed protocols [3]. We
model checked some basic properties of the Paxos algorithm [10], a highly concurrent crash-tolerant consensus algorithm. The MC results of another FT algorithm, the
Byzantine Generals [11], can be found in our technical report [4].
Paxos solves consensus, where many processes can propose a local value and only
one of these values is decided. Paxos uses three symmetric roles, m leaders, n acceptors,
and some learners, and assumes that at most a minority of all acceptors is crash faulty.
Leaders send a proposal, composed of the current local value and a proposal number,
to all acceptors. An acceptor accepts a proposal only if it has not yet received any other
proposal with a higher proposal number. A proposal is termed as chosen if a majority of
acceptors accepts it. A chosen proposal can be learnt by the learners by collecting the
accepted proposals from the acceptors. Consensus requires that no two proposals with
different values are ever chosen (safety) and that a proposal is learnt (liveness).
Results The results of our MC experiments are shown in Table 1. These include the
verification of the safety property of Paxos as well as false properties and fault-injected
protocols where, for each case, a counterexample was found. Our experiments cover
those (non-trivial) settings that were feasible to verify with Murϕ.2 For each case we
ran six experiments with the three different MP models and without and with SR.
2

All experiments ran on DETERlab machines [2] with Xeon processors and 4 GB memory.
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Protocol

Param.

Property

Model
States Transitions Time
Result
M-MP
—
Out of mem.
M-MP symm. 1,754,621 12,463,946 15 m Verified
MP
—
Out of mem.
safety
MP symm. 1,754,621 11,647,308 13 m Verified
M
1,577,161 11,411,586 3 m
Verified
M symm.
135,271
980,290 24 s
Verified
Paxos
M-MP
—
Out of mem.
M-MP symm. 468,581 2,676,397 2 m CE found
m = 2 Erroneous
MP
—
Out of mem.
safety
(chosen
n=3
MP symm. 468,444 2,488,162 2 m CE found
= accepted)
M
476,575 2,435,659 31 s CE found
M symm.
49,290
256,761
8s
CE found
M-MP
—
Out of mem.
M-MP symm. 890,127 5,174,054 7 m CE found
Faulty Paxos
MP
—
Out of mem.
(always accept
safety
MP symm. 894,166 4,840,435 6 m CE found
proposals)
M
1,026,203 5,598,379 1 m CE found
M symm.
99,781
553,159 15 s CE found
M-MP
—
Out of mem.
M-MP symm.
—
Out of mem.
m=2
MP
—
Out of mem.
Paxos
safety
n=4
MP symm.
—
Out of mem.
M
—
Out of mem.
M symm.
775,355 7,701,472 4 m
Verified
Table 1. MC results of Paxos with Murϕ by using different MP models (M-MP, MP and M) and symmetry reduction.

We observe that using M yields significantly fewer explored states and transitions
and less time than M-MP and MP. For example, in the verification of Paxos with n = 3,
the number of states and transitions is approximately 1/13 of those in the STS with MMP. The same factor for the verification time is 1/40. In this example, the size of the
M-model without SR is already smaller than other models that exploit symmetries. In
addition, the verification of Paxos with n = 4 is only feasible with the M-model.
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